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ABSTRACT 
The equation fi(t) = F0u(t) + .~  F iu  (t-  ri) is presented as an archtype (vector-valued) equation 
for assessing the quality of  integrator/interpolator pairs used to solve retarded ifferential-differ- 
ence equations. F-stability and F[a,  3J-stability, defined with respect o this archetype quation, are 
proposed as desireably properties of  integrator/interpolator pairs. Relationships of  these properties 
to stability and order properties of  multistep integrators and to boundedness and order properties 
of  Lagrange interpolators are developed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the autonomous retarded ifferential-difference 
equation 
~(t) = f [~ (t), 2~ (t- rl) ..... ~ (t-rm) ] (la) 
with the initial function 
Z (t) = .~(t), t ~ [-r, o1, (lb) 
where r = maxiE{1 ..... m}{ri}. Suppose the function f 
is suff~dently differentiable, then we have at (0, O ..... O) 
- chosen for notational convenience - 
m i 
f (~0 ..... Zm) = f (o ,o  ..... O) +i=~0F ~i+~(.~0,~1 .....~m)' 
(2) 
where 
F2= fxi(O'O ..... 0A (3) 
and 
m 
limm II'~(ZO"~I ..... Ym)U/~'==~O llZill = O. (4) 
i~O llzill~O 
Assume that there exists an ~ such that 
m • 
f (o ,o  ..... 0D+[ z ~1~=0.  (s) 
~ i - -O  
Now, set .~(t) =x(t) +a;  then (1) with (2) and (5) 
yields the autonomous retarded ifferential-difference 
equation 
~(t) = FOx(t) + ~ F i x(t-ri) 
+ g[x(t) +a, x(t-T1) +a,..., x(t-rm) + a ] (6a) 
with the initial function 
xCt) = g(t)  -~, t ~ [-r,0]. (6b) 
It is out of consideration f (6a) that we have been led 
to adopt he autonomous differential-difference equa- 
tion 
~(t) F0 u(t) m i ---- + ~ F u(t-ri) (7a) 
i=1 ~ 
with the initial function 
u(t) = ~(t) ,  t ~ I-r,01 (7b) 
as an appropriate archetypical equation against which to 
assess the stability properties of numerical methods for 
the solution of (1). 
2. BACKGROUND 
We shall denote the (j,k)th element of ~ as ~k" The 
set of matrices (~) will be said to be quasi-dominant J 
(by columns) ff there exist positive constants dj(j=l,...,n) 
such that 
~kk.~jn m d k =~ldj Z I k l<0,  k=l  ..... n. (8) 
i=0 
i#=0 O=k) 
By a proof which is trivially different from that found 
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in [ 1 ], we have 
Theorem 1 
For all bounded, measurable ~(t), the solution u(t) of 
(7) is asymptotic to zero (lim u(t) = O) if {~} is quasi- 
dominant. 
The set of matrices {~} will be said to be reducible if 
F 2 is diagonal, ff each F i (i= 1 ..... m) has just one non- 
zero element, and if, for all j, k E {1 ..... n}and some 
m i 
E {t ..... m}, J dk = 0 (i:/:£). We let F = Z F when {~} 
"" i=0~ 
is reducible. Then, consistent with (8), the reducible set 
of matrices {Fj}(equivalently, F) is quasi-dominant if 
the're exist positive constants dj (j= 1 ..... n) such that 
n 
dkfkk+j£=l dj l f jk l<0, k= 1 ..... n, (9) 
j=/=k 
where ~k is the {j,k)th element of F. Then, as established 
in [2], we have 
Theorem 2
For all bounded measurable ~(t) and for all reducible 
{,Fi]; the solution Xt(t) of (7) is asymptotic to zero for all 
e-perturbations* of F if and-only ff F is quasi-dominant. 
As we see, when {F"-d}. is reducible, the sufficiency of 
quasi-dominance of F for asymptotic stability is almost 
necessary. This makes (7), especially when {~} is re- 
ducible, particularly attractive as the archetype quation. 
Now, let u n,~n, and Un_vi (i= 1 ..... m) denote approxi- 
mations of U(tn), ti(tn), and U(tn-ri) (i= 1 ..... m), where 
t n = tn_l+h and vi= ri/h for some h. Clearly, (7a) 
with the substitution of these approximations provides 
just one relation among the 2+m variables -~n' fi~a' and 
~n-~,. (i= 1 ..... m). An additional l+m independent rela- 
1 
tions are needed. 
AS the £trst of these remaining relations we shall use the 
multistep (integration) relation 
0 
[~Un+i - hl~i~n+i] = O, (10) 
i------g 
which is of order p if the coefficients a i and/3 i satisfy 
0 
Z a i=o  (tla) 
i=--g 
and 
0 
Z [~a i-ji j-1/3 i]=0, j= l  ..... p. (11b) 
i=-g 
Being of order p implies, when u(t) is sufficiently differ- 
entiable, that 
* Given • > O, an e-perturbation f thematrlx ~=[~k I is the 
matrix ~=[Sk ],where I~k- ~k I~ge (i,j =1 ..... n). 
0 
[a: u(t_.~) - ~ i  ~(tn+i)] = 7p+1~ a(p+l) (p)hp+l 
i=-g * .. . .  
+0[hP+2], (12) 
where/a E [tn_g, tn] and 
0 
"/p+l = ~ [iP+lai- (P+l)iP~i]" (13) 
i=--g 
As the last m of these remaining relations we shall use 
the order q Lagrange (interpolation) relations 
y~n_oi-j~ 0 ~ij(vi)Un+oii__ = 0, i = 1 ..... m, (14) 
where the indices of oij (j = 0 ..... q, (i = 1 ..... m)) are 
non-positive, increasing with respect o j for each i, 
and the coefficients 8ij(vi), i = 1 ..... m satisfy 
(-v.) k- ~ 5.. (v.) o.k. = 0, k=O ..... q. (15) 
1 j=0 IJ 1 ij 
The well known solution of (15) is 
q Oik + v i = 11 (16) 
~iJ (vi) k=0 Oik- oij 
k~ 
Being of order q implies, when u(t) is sufficiently differ- 
entiable, that 
U(tn-ri) - j~0/i i j  (t~i) U(tn+oij ) 
= ~i,q+l(Vi)u(q+l) (p)h q+l +0[hq+2], i = 1 ..... m, 
(17) 
where/.t E [tn+oi0, tn+Oiq] and 
(-vi)q+l -j=~ o q+l ~i,q+l(Vi) = 0/iij(vi) ij , i = 1 ..... m 
(18) 
We turn our attention ow to the stability versus order 
properties of the numerical methods. Firstly, with 
respect to the multistep-method, herein assumed to be 
0 0 
such that Z a i~+i  and t =~.g/3 i ~g+i are relatively 
i=-g "= 
prime, we have 
Definition 1 
The multistep-method (10) is said to be passive ff 
0 
Re {. Z ~, ~+i / .  rg+~ . > o 
vfe  I f l~  1 "i=~g ~+i~ 0. (19) 
We observe that passivity of a multistep-method is 
equivalent to it being A-stable. [3] Therefore, as an 
immediate consequence of the now cla~ic theorem of 
Dahlquist concerning A-stability of multistep-rnethods 
[4] we have 
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Theorem 3 
The order of a passive multistep-method cannot exceed 
two and, furthermore, it must be that/30 ~ 0. 
Secondly, with respect to the Lagrange method we have 
Definition 2 
The Lagrange method (14) is said to be passive if 
q 
Ij=~ 0 6ij (v i) ~°iJl ~ 1 V I~l > 1. (20) 
Based on a result of Strang [5], it is easy to establish, as 
in [31, 
/,emma 1 
The Lagrange method (14) with oij = -Xi+ j is passive if 
-v i E [-),i + (q - 1)/2, -)'i + (q + 1)/2 ] for q odd and 
-v i E [-),i+q/2-1, -), i+q/2+l] for q even. 
We shall refer to a Lagrange method with oij = -k i+ j as 
a uniform Lagrange method because the interpolation 
points are continguous on a uniform mesh. The interpola- 
tion interval given in theorem 4 as a condition for a 
uniform Lagrange method to be passive lies in the middle 
of the set of interpolation points -ki' -)~i + 1 ..... -),i+q 
and so will be the central interpolation i terval. We shall 
refer to a uniform Lagrange method with v i restricted to 
the central interpolation i terval as a centered uniform 
LaFange method. We now offer as an immediate con- 
sequence of lemma I : 
Theorem 4
The order of a (passive) centered uniform Lagrange 
method cannot exceed 2(1+[v[/). 
Obviously, if the same interpolation relation must apply, 
independent ofv i, then the order cannot exceed 
2 = minvi ~ 0 {2(l+tvil)}" 
3. F-STABILITY 
Our initial result is with respect to 
Definition s
The multistep-method/Lagrange-method pair (10) and 
(14) is said to be F-stable if the (numerical) solution of 
(7) by (10) and (14) for all ¢i ~ 0 (i = 1 ..... m) and for 
any fixed h is asymptotic to zero when {F.i } is reducible 
and quasi-dominant. 
We now offer 
Theorem 5
The multistep-method/Lagrange-method pair (10) and 
(14) is F-stable if the multistep-method is passive and if 
the Lagrange-method is passive. 
and its 
Proof 
By definition 3, (F i } is reducible and quasi-dominant. 
It therefore follows, by theorem 2, that the solution of 
(7) is asymptotic to zero for all ri ~ 0 (i = 1 ..... m). 
Alternatively, the characteristic polynomial 
p(s,e-rlS,...,e-rmS) = det {sU-F 0- ~ Fie-ri s) (21) 
i=1~ 
associated with (7) must be nonzero for Re (s) ~ 0 and 
for all r i~ 0 (i= 1 ..... m)-[7,8]. As a trivial extension of 
a theorem reported by Kamen [6], this is equivalent to 
p(s,z I ..... Zm) :/: 0, Re {s)~ 0, IZll ~ 1 ..... Izml ~ 1, 
(22) 
where 
p(s,z 1 ..... Zm) = det {sU-F 0- ~ ~ zi}. (23) 
i---1 
Now consider the set of discrete time equations (7), in 
which the variables have been replaced by their previous- 
ly noted approximations at t = t n, with (10) and (14). 
If the solution is to be asymptotic to zero, the character- 
istic function (easily shown to be) 
ho(~) p[p(~)/ho(~), 01(~) ..... 0m(~)] must be nonzero 
0 0 
for [~l ~ 1, where/)(~) = Z ai~'g+i, o(~') =.  Z ai ~+i,  
i=-_g 1.~...g 
and 0i(~" ) = j~0 8iJ (vi) ~°iJ (i = 1 ..... m). That this is true 
follows, for ~ such that I~'l ~ 1 and o(~) ~ 0, upon sub- 
stituting (19) and (20) in (23). For the case of~ such 
that Iffl ~ 1 and o(~') = 0, the characteristic function 
equals p(~.)n which is nonzero. 
The orders of the multistep-method and of the Lagrange 
method are related to the discretization error as follows. 
If q ~ p-1, if Un+ £ = U(tn+~) + 0[hP +1] for 
E {-g ..... -1}UU~= 1{oi0 ..... Oiq}\{0}, and if ~(t) is 
p+l  times continuously differentiabh for 
t E [tn_g ,tn] L)U~a 1 [tn_oi 0, tn_Oiq], then 
u n = U(tn) + 0[hP+l]. We shall hereafter assume that 
q ~ p-1 and shall, as a consequence of this observation, 
refer to p as the order of the multistep-method/Lagrange- 
method pair. Then, as an immediate consequence of
theorem 5 with theorems 3 and 4, we have 
Theory'9. 6
The order of a passive multistep-method / passive 
Lagrange-method pair, necessarily F-stable, cannot 
exceed two. 
If we should further assume that q ~ p, then addition- 
ally, the principal error term would be dominated by the 
principal error term of the multistep-method. This 
being the situation, a solution process for differential- 
difference quations based on a set of multiatep-method/ 
Lagrange-method pairs could be created by augmenting 
a solution process for differential equations, based on 
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the set of multistep-methods, by interpolators from the 
set of Lagrange methods• The error-control thence, also, 
the step-control) procedure would not need to be changed.. 
However, though needing no change, the order-control 
procedure would have to impose a fixed upper limit of 
two. This is a rather severe limitation. 
4. ritz, ~]-STABILITY 
The order constraint associated with theorem 6 can be 
circumvented by invoking other methods or by consider- 
hag alternate stability types. We consider the latter in 
this section, after generalizing the sufficiency condition 
of theorem 2. 
Because {F i) is reducible, zi in (23) is multiplied by just 
the one nonzero element of F 1. It therefore follows that 
property (22) remains true when that element is any 
complex value of the same or smaller modulus. Thus, in 
condition (9), by which we infer condition (22), [~kl 
can be interpreted as the magnitude of an element of a 
complex-valued F. We next observe that, for any 
z i (i = 1 ..... m), (23) as a function of s is the characteristic 
polynomial of the matrix F 2 + ~ F i z.. A form of the 
i=1~ x 
Gershgotin theorem [7] requires that the zeros of that 
polynomial lie within the closed disks de£med by the set 
of inequality constraints 
1 n 
Is-fkkl ~; d-7-, Z dj ILkl Izil (k = 1 ..... n) 
k j= l  ,- 
j4=k 
where it has been assumed the at most one non-zero (and 
off-diagonal) element of ~ (i = 1 ..... m) is ~k with i 
related toj  and k as i = (n -1 ) ( j -1 )+k  when.k  < j  and 
i = (n-l)  ( j -1)+(k-1) when k>j .  When Izil <~ 1 
(i = 1 ... . .  m),  these constraints are implied by 
~g l  ~ dj[~k [ (k=l  ..... n) Is-fkkl d k j= l  
j=/:k 
Now, if 
n 
d k Re {fkk } +j'=~l dj I~kl < 0 (k = 1 ..... n), (24) 
j~k 
then zeros of the characteristic polynomial of 
F0 + ~ F i z i for all Izil ~ 1 (i = 1 ..... m) must be ex- 
i=1 
eluded from the dosed right half-plane. That is just 
property (22). 
We shall now say F is quail-dominant if (24) is true. 
Obviously (9) is implied by (24) when F is a real-valued 
matrix. With respect to this extended efinition of quasi- 
dominance, we offer 
Theorem 7
For all bounded measurable ~(t) and for all reducible 
(~),  the solution of (7) is asymptotic to' zero if F is 
quasi-dominant. 
Proof 
We can rewrite a complex-valued (7), having the com- 
plex valued solution u(t) = UR(t ) +Jui(t), as follows : 
(25) 
This real-valued equation has a real-vahmd solution which 
is asymptotic to zero for all ri~ 0 (i = 1 ..... m) if and 
only if its characteristic function 
(an exponential polynomial) is nonzero in the dosed 
tight half-plane for all ri>~0 (i = 1 ..... m) [8, 9]. It is 
easily shown that this characteristic function equals 
det {sU-F 2 -  ~ Fie-ris) det{sU-F~ 0-  ~ -Fie'a'is.), 
i=l ~ i=l 
(27) 
where the overscribed bar denotes complex conjugate. 
By virtue of the discussion preceding the statement of 
the theorem, the left factor is nonzero in the dosed right 
half-plane for all r i~ 0 (i = 1 ..... m). The same is true 
of its conjugate, the right factor. 
This result gives substantive meaning to the new 
stability type we propose in 
Definition 4
The multistep-method/Lagrange-method pair (10) and 
(14) is said to be F[adl]-stable if the (numerical) 
solution of (7) by (10) and (14) for any £txed positive 
h ~ asymptotic to zero when:{ie+j(ct/2 -a) F 0, F 1 ..... F m) 
is reducible and quasi-dominant,-where j = 
The result we shortly offer in connection,,with 
F [a, g]-stability~also invokes 
Definition 5
The multistep-method (10) is said to be A[a]-stable if
0 .+. 0 
larg(. ~ a i~ 1/ Z [Ji~+i}l~n-a 
l= -g  - i=-g  
0 ~a¢+i 
v~" ~ g'l ~ 1 ^  Z /~i ~ O. (28) 
i=--K 
and 
Definition 6
The Lagrange method (14) is said to be bounded if 
q6  ~YO ij (vi) ~aij[ <~i  (~ Y[~l ;* 1. (29) 
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With respect o these definitions we offer 
Theorem 8 
The multistep-method/Lagrange-method pair (10) and 
(14) is F[a, ~]-stable for some 3> 0 if the multistep- 
method is A[a]-stable and the Lagrange method is 
bounded. 
and its 
Proof 
By definition 4, {~+j(lr/2-a)F 0, F 1 ..... F m}is reducible 
and quasi-dominant. I  therefore follows that the solu- 
tion of 
(,(t) = 1 e+j (Tr/2-a)F 0~t) + ~ F i X~t-ri) 
P "" i=l  
is asymptotic to zero for all r i~  0 (i = 1 ..... m). This 
implies and is implied by its characteristic function 
det {oU-~e +j(~r/2-a) F 0 - ~ F i e -ris.} 
i=1 
X det {oU 1 T-j(~/2-a) ~ ~ l~i e-r io )  
-~c  ~ - i=1 
being nonzero for Re {o) ~ 0 and for all r i ~ 0 (i = 1 ..... m). 
As previously noted, this is equivalent to 
q(o,~ 1 ..... ~m) ~ 0, Re (o )~ 0, I~'11 ~ 1 ..... I~'ml ~ 1, 
where 
q(o, ~1 ..... ~m) 
= det{oU -{e  +-j(Tr/2-a) F0 - ~ F i [i ). 
Since multiplication of q by an entire function does not 
alter this property, we have by implication (upon setting 
s = oe "v'j(lt/2-a) and z i = 3e ~j(lr/2-a) ~i' i = 1 ..... m) that 
p(s,z 1 ..... Zm)=/=0 (larg{s}l~lr-a, IZ l l~3 ..... Izml~fl), 
(30) 
where 
p(s,z 1 ..... Zm) = det {sU~ - ~FO - i=l~ "" Fi zi}' 
This is, of course,just the left factor of the characteristic 
function (277 associated with (7), our archtypical equa- 
tion. Now, as in the proof of theorem 5, 
ho(~) p[p(~)/ho(~),01(~) .....m(g)l, the characteristic 
function in the solution of (7) with (10) and (147, must 
be nonzero for I~'[ ~ 1. (The functions p, o and 0 i 
(i = 1 ..... m) are as defined in the proof of theorem 5.) 
By definition 5, larg(O(~')/ho(~))l ~g u -a  over the region 
such that I~'[ ~ 1 and o(~') ~ 0 and, by definition 6, the 
modulus of 0i(~" ) is bounded by fli over the region [~1 ~ 1, 
Let fl be the greatest such fli" Our result now follows for 
such that I~'1 ~ 1 and o(~') ~ 0, from property (30). For 
the case of ~ such that [~'l ~ 1 and o({') = 0 the character- 
istic function equals p(~)n, which is nonzero. 
Since there exist A[a]-stable multistep-methods (such 
as the backward ifferentiation multistep-methods) of 
order exceeding two and since every Lagrange method 
is bounded (because for each v i~ 0, 0i(~" ) is a poly- 
nomial in ~.-1), it follows that F[a, fl]-stable multistep- 
method/Lagrange-method pairs exist. For uniform 
Lagrange methods a3 which holds for all v i~  0, 
assuming )'i is suitable chosen, is easily obtained for 
q> 2 as the maximum of q 18ij(vi)[ over 
j=0 
-v i E [-k i + (q+1)/2, -Xi +q] for q odd and 
-v ie  [ -k i+q/2+l , -X i+q]  for q even. In table 1 we 
display order-by-order, for orders 1 through 6, the 
a values for the backward ifferentiation multistep- 
methods and 3 values for the uniform Lagrange methods. 
TABLE 1. F[a, 3]-stable backward differentiation multi- 
step-method/uniform Lagrange-method pairs 
p a 
90.0 ° 
90.0 ° 
86.03 °
73.35 °
51.84 °
17.84 °
1.0 
1.0 
1.632 
2.208 
3.107 
4.550 
If we again restrict our a rchty~ equation to have real- 
valued matrices Fi then 1 +j(Tr/2-a) {~ F 0, F 1 ..... F m) is 
quasi-dominant by (24) when 
s inac  a. n 
dk -~- -Lkk - j~  ld j l f jk l<(0 (k = 1 ..... m) 
j#=k 
For the F[a,3]-stable pairs of  table 1, the multiplicative 
factor (sin a)/3 by which the dominance of the diagonal 
element fkk of F is diminished ranges from 1.0 at 
orders I and 2 to 0.0673 at order 6. 
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